

























































Ma七hema七ical modelling in school ma七hema七ics
Ta七suどo Miwa，Universi七yof Tsukuba，Japan 
Recently mathematics has become applied to very wide areas with diverse ways. 
The feature common to these applications is the application process itself and may be 
called 'the process of mathematical modelling'. 
This process typically consists of the following four steps preceded by the re-
cognエtionthat the situation under consideration is of significance to understand， 
(1) to formulate the situation into a problem in mathematical terms (Formulation)， 
(2) to find out mathematical results (Mathematical work) ， 
(3) to interprete and evaluate the results with respect to the original situation 
(Interpretation and evaluation)， 
(4) to improve the model to get better results (工mprovementof model). 
Today mathematical modelling is becoming much emphasized in mathematical educa-
tion. Followings are major reasons for this trend: 
a. it has become increasingly recognized that the application is an indispensable 
component of mathematical education and to introduce genuine applications into 
school mathematics， 
b. some typical ways of mathematical thinking are included in the process of mathe-
mat ical modεlling and to foster these thinking through the process， 
c. mathematical modelling is to tackle real situations and to give students real 
motivation rather than curiQsity. 
~~en we try to bring mathematical modelling into school mathematics we find some 
difficulties as we shall see below. 
At first we point out that high school students in our country seem to be lack of 
interest in application and not confident of the utility of mathematics and have few 
experiences of using mathematics to solve real problems. on the other hand the major 
problem in curric.ulum is to determine when， where and how we set mathematical 
modelling in school mathematics curriculum and to devise the most suitable materials 
for students' knowledge， abilities and interests. 
These can not be solved easily. 日εrewe give following suggestions obtained from 
the teaching trial of mathematical modelling in high school class: 
a. the meaning of mathematical modelling is teachable to h工ghschool students， 
b. the materials attractive to students are those of situations such that mathema-
tics seems not to be applicable apparently and considerable results can be de-
ri.ved f工(，i¥) simple assumptions， 
c. it is critical for students to establishassumptions in Formulation and it should 
be fostered from early grades careful1y. 
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